Effect of captopril on fluctuations of blood pressure and renal blood flow in rats.
Arterial blood pressure and renal blood flow (RBF) fluctuations in rats were studied by autoregressive (AR) and autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) modeling. These estimation procedures provided greater sensitivity and frequency resolution than classic fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based methods and also require shorter observation periods. We estimated the transfer function of RBF autoregulation to test whether inhibition of angiotensin-converting enzyme impairs whole kidney dynamic autoregulation. The transfer function in control animals measured with the ARMA method was similar to transfer functions obtained previously, using FFT methods. Because of better frequency resolution, we also detected an oscillation in RBF at 50 mHz, the same frequency as an oscillation in tubular pressure and glomerular filtration rate that had been attributed to tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF), but that FFT methods had not previously found in whole kidney blood flow. Captopril increased the amplitude of RBF fluctuations and increased the gain of the transfer function at frequencies below 100 mHz, a frequency bandwidth previously associated with TGF. The increased gain indicates that TGF operates less effectively to mediate dynamic autoregulation when angiotensin conversion is inhibited. Gain at frequencies greater than 100 mHz, previously ascribed to the myogenic mechanism, was not affected by captopril. These results show that angiotensin, by modulating TGF, reduces fluctuations of RBF about the mean value.